FALL & WINTER 2018/19.
ORIGINAL MINI ACCESSORIES, PARTS, LIFESTYLE & SERVICE.
TURN WINTER TIME INTO YOUR TIME.

You don’t stop during the cold weather months, and neither should your motoring adventures. MINI is here to help you get the most out of every season. From Original MINI Accessories, to MINI Approved Cold Weather Wheel Packages, there are countless items designed to help you get out and get more from every drive. So whatever the season, whatever the weather, you can enjoy every moment along your journey.

To discover more about the products and services outlined in the proceeding pages, visit mini.ca or your local authorized MINI Retailer.
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As the main touchpoint between your MINI and the road, tires serve a critical function in the performance and handling of your vehicle. MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires are specially designed and calibrated to match your MINI’s unique characteristics and rigorously tested to meet the highest standards of quality. What does that mean? Optimized acceleration, confident cornering, and smooth brake response to keep your drive as gripping as the destination.

Visit mini.ca/tires to discover more about MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires.

MINI APPROVED COLD WEATHER TIRES.

A tire marked with the star symbol reflects the fact that it has been precisely engineered and rigorously tested to match the unique driving characteristics of your MINI and offers the highest degree of dynamism, ride comfort, and safety.

So Much More Than Just a Tire.

MINI Star Approved Tires.

A tire marked with the star symbol reflects the fact that it has been precisely engineered and rigorously tested to match the unique driving characteristics of your MINI and offers the highest degree of dynamism, ride comfort, and safety.

So Much More Than Just a Tire.

MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires.

MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires are made from unique rubber compounds that stay flexible in cold temperatures and help improve braking distances in winter conditions. Plus, their aggressive tread pattern maximizes contact with the road to increase traction on snow and ice.

Illustrations provided for example purposes only. Actual braking distances and conditions will vary.
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7 Degrees of Preparation.

It’s essential to switch to MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires well before the winter weather begins. In fact, cold weather tires should be installed when the temperature drops below 7 °C. At this temperature, the rubber compound in summer or all-season tires will harden, resulting in reduced grip, whereas MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires will remain flexible and thereby maximize contact with the road. Don’t get caught in the cold. Switch to MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires at 7 °C, and motor confidently into the winter months ahead.

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.
MINI APPROVED COLD WEATHER WHEEL PACKAGES.

Stand up to every challenge the cold-weather season throws your way—without sacrificing style. MINI Approved Cold Weather Wheel Packages are precision-crafted to match your MINI’s safety specifications, and available in a wide range of striking designs that are as unique as you.

1 17" JCW TRACK SPOKE 501.
Dunlop® SP Winter Sport 4D RPF,
205/45 R17 88V, Run-flat Tires
36 11 2 203 556 MINI 2-door/3-door/Convertible
Starting from MSRP $2,656†

2 17" NET SPOKE 519.
Dunlop® SP Winter Sport 4D RPF,
225/45 R17 91H, Run-flat Tires
36 11 2 203 557 MINI Clubman
Starting from MSRP $2,948†

3 18" JCW GRIP SPOKE 520.
Pirelli® W240 Sottozero S3,
225/40 R18 92V, Run-flat Tires
36 11 2 203 558 MINI Clubman
Starting from MSRP $3,820†

4 17" CHANNEL SPOKE 531, JET BLACK.
Bridgestone® Blizzak LM001,
225/55 R17 95H, Run-flat Tires
36 11 2 048 010 MINI Countryman
Starting from MSRP $3,312†

5 18" JCW THRILL SPOKE 529,
NIGHT FEVER BLACK.
Bridgestone® Blizzak LM001,
225/50 R18 95H, Run-flat Tires
36 11 2 048 011 MINI Countryman
Starting from MSRP $3,312†

It’s essential to switch to MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires well before the winter weather begins. In fact, cold weather tires should be installed when the temperature drops below 7 °C. At this temperature, the rubber compound in summer or all-season tires will harden, resulting in reduced grip, whereas MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires will remain flexible and thereby maximize contact with the road. Don’t get caught in the cold. Switch to MINI Approved Cold Weather Tires at 7 °C, and motor confidently into the winter months ahead.
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36 11 2 203 558 MINI Clubman
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NIGHT FEVER BLACK.
Bridgestone® Blizzak LM001,
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36 11 2 048 011 MINI Countryman
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Visit mini.ca/tires to visualize all available MINI Approved Cold Weather Wheel Packages on your MINI.

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details.
Every drive offers endless possibilities, and Original MINI Accessories are designed to help you get the most from your journey and live an active lifestyle. Featuring premium accessories like the MINI Ski and Snowboard Holder, the MINI Roof Box, and the MINI Bicycle Holder, this adventure-fuelled offering will inspire you to get out there this season and live your life to the fullest—both on the road and off.

Discover more accessories at your local authorized MINI Retailer, or visit mini.ca/accessories.

1 REAR BIKE RACK.*
Made to transport up to two bicycles, this foldable rear mounted carrier helps ensure the safe and secure transport of your two-wheeled treasures. Supporting bicycles with a frame tube cross-section of 25-80 mm, the stable wheel rests have a large adjustment range and secure to the mount via a ratchet system—meaning your bike shouldn’t go anywhere unless you want it to.
82 72 2 365 994, Starting from MSRP $900 †

2 ROOF RACK BASE SUPPORT SYSTEM AND ROOF RAILS.*
Easily mounts to the vehicle’s roof to enable the attachment of various fixtures. Made with rigid aluminum profile tubing that is especially stable and corrosion resistant. Accommodates a load capacity of 75 kg.
82 71 2 227 922, Starting from MSRP $345 †

ROOF BOX.
A 320 L rooftop cargo box that can be opened from both sides. Top casing with embossed MINI logo available in black metallic or silver, and with optional white or matte black decorative stripes.
82 73 2 207 683, Starting from MSRP $660 †

MINI TOURING BIKE HOLDER (NOT SHOWN).
Sturdy and lockable attachment for transporting mountain bikes, touring cycles, or racing bicycles with tires 2.2” wide or less.
82 71 2 180 241, Starting from MSRP $180 †

3 SKI AND SNOWBOARD HOLDER.
Innovative ski and snowboard carrier compatible with all original MINI base carrier systems. Simple installation and handling. Accommodates up to 6 pairs of skis, up to 4 pairs of skis with ski poles, or 1 snowboard and 1 pair of skis.
82 72 0 420 683, Starting from MSRP $215 †

MINI Base Support System is required for mounting. Vehicle must be equipped with roof rails.

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details. *Installation costs are extra.
The base attachment of the MINI Travel & Comfort System.

Easily mounts between the front seat headrest bars, enabling the attachment of various fixtures.

-starting from MSRP $354
-1 BASE CARRIER.

Can be easily fitted to the Base Carrier, allowing you to keep clothing clean and wrinkle-free on any journey.

-starting from MSRP $92
-2 CLOTHES HANGER, BLACK.*

Securely mounts to the Base Carrier with a modular plug connector. A tablet can be easily clipped into the cradle’s frame and rotated 360°—for maximum comfort and ease of use.

-starting from MSRP $235
-3 TABLET HOLDER.*

Easily attaches to the Base Carrier to keep your bags securely in place during travel.

-starting from MSRP $45
-4 UNIVERSAL HOOK.*

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details.

*MINI Travel & Comfort Base Carrier is required for mounting.
MINI CLICK & DRIVE SYSTEM FOR SMARTPHONES AND PORTABLE XL NAVIGATION CRADLE.

An innovative cradle for smartphones and navigation devices. Comprised of a base mount and swivel holder, it can be used with the Apple iPhone® 4-8 Plus, and a number of Samsung Galaxy® models.

Starting from MSRP $255.96†
Base carrier, cradle, and bracket are sold separately. Smartphone not included.

JCW MULTI-FUNCTION COVER.

Designed with a pleasant soft-fleece surface and water-repellent sides, the JCW Multi-Function Cover is ideal for protecting your MINI’s luggage compartment and cabin area. It can also be used as a picnic blanket outside of the vehicle. Button-down straps and belt with metal splint enable effortless attachment.

Starting from MSRP $225†

DUAL USB CHARGER.

Allows you to simultaneously charge two devices with USB interfaces.

Starting from MSRP $41.75†
Cable and smartphone not included.

USB CHARGER (NOT SHOWN).

Permits fast, reliable charging of mobile devices with USB interfaces via the cigarette lighter (DC 12V).

Starting from MSRP $26†
Cable and smartphone not included.

USB ADAPTER.

Enables seamless integration of your mobile device with your vehicle’s audio system. Once connected, you can operate audio playback via the multi-function steering wheel or radio controls, and view the album, artist, and track title on the radio display.

Starting from MSRP $57†
Compatible with Apple iPod® Touch (4-5 gen.), Nano® (6-7 gen.), Classic®, iPhone® 4-6s Plus; iPad Mini®. Smartphone not included.

MICRO USB ADAPTER.

Allows for seamless integration of your micro-USB-enabled device with your vehicle’s audio system. All the while, your device can be securely stored in the glove box and recharged during playback.

Starting from MSRP $31.75†
Compatible with Micro USB connector, e.g. Samsung Galaxy® S5. Smartphone not included.

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details.
PLAY IT SAFE.
WINTER SAFETY ESSENTIALS.

Why let harsh conditions keep you indoors? Brave the cold confidently with MINI Winter Safety Essentials. Featuring a range of products such as the first aid kit, you’ll have no issues venturing out and feeling safe and sound at every point along the way.

Discover more accessories at your local authorized MINI Retailer, or visit mini.ca/accessories.

OUTSMART THE ELEMENTS.
PROTECTION ESSENTIALS.

Loving your MINI means shielding it against the elements. Whether it’s with MINI Mud Flaps that protect your vehicle’s exterior from dirt and debris, or with All-Weather Floor Mats that keep your interior clean and dry, discover an array of items resiliently designed to safeguard your MINI from all the rough weather on the road ahead.

Discover more accessories at your local authorized MINI Retailer, or visit mini.ca/accessories.

MINI ELECTRIC CHARGING STATION.
Compact charging station for the MINI Countryman Plug-in Electric Hybrid. Enables shorter charging times with up to 7.7 kW/32 A, while achieving up to 6 times the speed of an occasional use cable (OUC). Includes 25 ft. cable. Can be mounted on indoor or outdoor walls.
82 10 2 455 267, Starting from MSRP $1,236†

MINI FIRST AID KIT (NOT SHOWN).
This premium first aid kit offers on-the-road first aid essentials in a soft, zippered pouch with an embossed MINI logo. Kit contents include an assortment of bandages, non-woven gauze pads, rolls of gauze, survival wrap blanket, adhesive tape, scissors, and first aid instruction booklet.
82 11 0 049 282, Starting from MSRP $22†

1 MUD FLAPS, FRONT & REAR.*
Developed for the front and rear axles of the vehicle. Designed to protect your vehicle against dirt and impart an unmistakable look.
82 14 2 398 565 (Front) / 82 14 2 398 564 (Rear)
Starting from MSRP $64.50†

2 ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS.
Perfectly matched to your MINI’s footwell, these floor mats provide reliable protection from dirt, wear, and moisture. Designed with sturdy holding straps, which enable easy handling and lend an additional visual highlight. Set of two.
51 47 2 354 155 (Front)
51 47 2 354 164 (Rear)
Starting from MSRP $86†

3 FITTED LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT MAT.
Constructed with a durable, waterproof, and non-slip surface, studded with a diamond-grid pattern and round MINI logo. Accompanied by straps and a latch for effortless removal and repositioning.
51 47 2 253 820, Starting from MSRP $82.50†

4 MINI PROTECTIVE MAT, LOADING SILL.
The mat protects your vehicle’s loading edge from scratches that could occur when loading cargo into the luggage compartment. Using a Velcro fastening, this universal protective mat is easily secured to the rear lashing eyes of the luggage compartment.
51 47 2 657 204, Starting from MSRP $84.50†

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details. *Installation costs are extra.
PLUG IN AND PLAY.
CONNECTIVITY ESSENTIALS.

Venturing out doesn’t mean saying goodbye to the outside world. With the latest MINI in-vehicle connectivity and entertainment accessories, you and your passengers can stay plugged in and entertained, no matter where the road takes you.

Discover more accessories at your local authorized MINI Retailer, or visit mini.ca/accessories.

1 SNAP-IN ADAPTER FOR APPLE iPHONE®. Equipped with a charging function, this robust cradle for Apple iPhone® devices fits perfectly into the passenger compartment of your MINI, securely holding your phone in place. 66 21 2 361 786, starting from MSRP $307.57† Compatible with Apple iPhone® 5-8 Plus. Smartphone not included.

2 MINI ADVANCED CAR EYE. Highly sensitive HD camera that records detailed videos in the event of an incident involving your vehicle, such as accidents or attempted break-ins. Longitudinal and lateral accelerations are also recorded, while light sensitive sensors ensure excellent recording quality during both the day and night. 66 21 2 289 726, starting from MSRP $476.42† Kit includes bracket for mounting. Rear camera also available.

3 MINI HEAD-UP SCREEN. The MINI Head-Up Screen displays various vehicle and navigation information on a transparent display. The screen is installed on the dashboard and positioned at the height of the steering wheel. All relevant information is in the driver’s direct line of vision, meaning the driver never needs to divert their gaze from the road. 62 30 2 361 628, starting from MSRP $464.70†

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see retailer for more details. *Installation costs are extra. European product shown.
INSPIRED BY YOU.

AESTHETIC ESSENTIALS.

Much like every MINI, every driver is completely unique. Tailor your vehicle to suit your distinctive tastes with accessories that add touches of style and components that add even more functionality. That way, you’ll have no problem turning your MINI into a true reflection of you.

Discover more accessories at your local authorized MINI Retailer, or visit mini.ca/accessories.

1 MINI PIANO BLACK DOOR HANDLES.*
Subtle yet striking, sporty yet sophisticated—the MINI Piano Black Door Handles add a pop of boldness to the driver and passenger door, while imparting more personalized appeal to your MINI’s exterior.

51 71 2 457 410, 413 (Piano Black, Front), Starting from MSRP $145 † (each side)
51 71 2 457 414, 415 (Piano Black, Rear), Starting from MSRP $96.50 † (each side)

2 MINI PIANO BLACK FUEL CAP.*
Alone or in combination with other MINI Piano Black Accessories, this all-black fuel cap is one of the simplest ways to give your MINI an individualized appearance and make it stand out on any road.

51 71 2 457 412 (Piano Black), Starting from MSRP $120 †

3 MINI NIGHT JACK EXTERIOR MIRROR CAPS.*
A perfect pair to other MINI Night Jack Accessories, these striking mirror caps boldly emphasize the unique and aerodynamic shape of your MINI’s exterior mirrors. Sold separately.

51 14 2 459 025-026 (Night Jack), Starting from MSRP $110 †

4 MINI NIGHT JACK SIDE SCUTTLES.*
Every detail counts, and the MINI Night Jack Side Scuttles make the perfect finishing touch to a truly unique MINI. Available in both a large and small size. Set of two.

51 14 2 459 030 (Night Jack, Small), Starting from MSRP $90 †
51 14 2 459 039 (Night Jack, Large), Starting from MSRP $165 †

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details.

*Installation costs are extra.
5 ADDITIONAL LED HEADLIGHTS.*
The circular headlights are mounted directly in front of the radiator grille and are switched on when high beams are activated. 140 mm.
63 21 2 288 982 (Black), Starting from MSRP $595†

6 MINI LED DOOR PROJECTORS.*
The new MINI LED Door Projectors make entering and exiting your MINI a highlight in its own right. When the doors are opened, a MINI logo graphic is automatically projected onto the ground—perfectly illuminating the entry area. Set of two.
63 31 2 414 106, Starting from MSRP $145†

7 MINI DOOR LOCK CAP.*
This trendy door lock cap is the perfect finishing touch for a personalized MINI. Designed for quick and simple installation. Set of two.
82 29 2 358 511 (Essential Black), Starting from MSRP $105†

8 MINI ROOF DECALS.*
MINI Roof Decals give your vehicle an individual character and accentuate your MINI’s spirited and unique appearance from the top down.
51 14 2 459 034, Starting from MSRP $185†
COOL, CALM, AND CONNECTED.
MINI CONNECTED.

Never motor alone again. With MINI Connected, you’re always just a touch away from a comprehensive range of intelligent services like Emergency Call and smartphone apps such as Spotify® that can be safely navigated from your MINI’s touchscreen. Now you can keep the world within arms reach and enjoy convenient access to music, news, weather, and more.

Learn more about MINI Connected at mini.ca/miniconnected.

Intelligent Emergency Call (SOS):
The SOS button sends your location and vehicle information to the Response Center. In some cases, your MINI calls automatically. We can request help on your behalf, direct you to the nearest hospital or police station, or notify emergency contacts.

Advanced Real Time Traffic Info (ARTTI):
Streamline your trip with the latest traffic information along your route as well as in the area. Easily view traffic flow and nearby events, such as construction and accidents, to keep yourself connected with the roads around you.

Remote Services:
Locking or unlocking your MINI can be operated remotely through a call to MINI Assist. Also, with Stolen Vehicle Recovery, MINI Assist can help police to find your vehicle in the event it is stolen.

TeleService:
Your vehicle’s service status and needs are transmitted automatically or manually upon your request. Your MINI Service Advisor then contacts you to schedule a convenient appointment.

Connected Services:
Keep the online world within arm’s reach. Enjoy intelligent services and vehicle apps that provide you with information and entertainment throughout your journey. In-vehicle apps such as news and weather help to keep you informed as you motor.
When it comes to caring for your MINI’s engine, not all oils are created equal. While conventional motor oils can clog up your MINI’s finely tuned mechanical systems, MINI Original Engine Oil features a fully synthetic formula coupled with Active Cleansing Technology to keep your engine clean, lubricated, and performing to its full potential. It is also the only engine oil developed and tested by MINI to support the core traits of modern MINI engines, ensuring maximum power, utmost efficiency, and optimal protection against corrosion.

Speak with a MINI Service Advisor at your local authorized MINI Retailer for more information on MINI Original Engine Oil.
A NEW POWER.
MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS
PARTS & ACCESSORIES.

Push your motoring experience to the absolute limit with the high-performance line of MINI John Cooper Works Parts & Accessories. From distinctive wheel kits to motorsport-inspired accents, each and every piece in the range is designed to bring the rush of the racetrack to the road. And with options in the categories of aerodynamics, tuning, exterior, and cockpit, there are endless ways to set your pulse racing.

Discover more accessories at your local authorized MINI Retailer, or visit mini.ca/accessories.

JCW BLACK TRIM RINGS.*

Whether on the headlights or taillights, the JCW Black Trim Rings in high-gloss black accentuate the powerful appearance of your MINI. Used alone or in combination with other JCW accessories, the Trim Rings add the perfect finishing touch to your MINI’s inherently athletic character. Sold separately.

51 71 2 355 791 (Front, Left)
51 71 2 355 798 (Front, Right)
Starting from MSRP $140.88†

JCW BLACK GRILLE.*

This black air intake grille adds more of a powerful edge to the front profile of the vehicle. It features the same geometry as the standard ornamental parts, making it easy to replace. Pair with the JCW Black Trim Rings for the headlights and taillights to create an even more exclusive look.

51 71 2 414 981, Starting from MSRP $380†

*Installation costs are extra.

Preassigned Groove: 1/one.lf

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details.
MINI JOHN COOPER WORKS RETROFIT KITS.

2 JCW 17” SPORT BRAKES.*
A high-performance braking system engineered to deliver immediate response. Comprised of large four-piston fixed calipers finished in Chili Red, and an internally ventilated and drilled brake disc on the front axle. Rear axle features Chili Red single-piston floating calipers with full discs.
34 11 2 352 972, Starting from MSRP $2,650†

JCW 17” SPORT BRAKE DISCS.*
Designed to work in conjunction with JCW Brake Calipers. The drilled brake discs for the front axle can be retrofitted to MINI John Cooper Works vehicles with a standard 17” JCW Brake System. Internally ventilated brake discs and aluminum fixed caliper on the front axle provide improved thermal durability.
34 11 6 84 111, Starting from MSRP $372.49†

JCW SPORTS SUSPENSION.*
The JCW Sports Suspension delivers sportier driving dynamics in combination with your MINI’s low centre of gravity. It features a “coilover” suspension, which allows you to adjust height by 10-30 mm and fine tune your vehicle’s responsiveness to your preference. Coil springs are finished in red, imparting a distinct track-ready appearance. The height adjustment tool is included in the supplied kit.
33 50 2 361 197, Starting from MSRP $2,040†

3 JCW POWER & SOUND TUNING KIT.**
Coupled with performance-optimized engine data, the JCW Tuning Kit delivers maximum thrill and sound—for an even more intense driving experience. Offers two operating modes: Sport and Track. Sport Mode provides a full sound for everyday motoring, while Track Mode is specifically designed for use on the racetrack. Features Bluetooth® 4.0 control.
33 12 2 359 631, Starting from MSRP $2,560†

JCW VALVE EXHAUST SYSTEM.**
The JCW Valve Exhaust System includes two operating modes: Sport Mode, which produces a powerful sound to amplify your everyday driving experience, and Track Mode, which is specifically designed for use on the racetrack. Both modes feature Bluetooth® 4.0 control.
33 18 30 2 407 323, Starting from MSRP $2,040†

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see retailer for more details. *Installation costs are extra. **The JCW Power & Sound Tuning Kit and the Valve Exhaust System have been designed for racetrack use and may be in violation of local provincial law if used on public roads. Check your local laws before use. Ensuring that all noise/sound and speed/use related laws are followed is the customer’s responsibility. Customers will be required to sign a waiver at the time of purchase of this product.
THE THRILL BEGINS WHEN YOU GET IN.

4 JCW ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS. Perfectly matched to your MINI's footwell, these all-weather floor mats provide reliable protection from dirt, wear, and moisture. Designed with elevated edges to prevent the pooling of liquids in the footwell area, along with handles for easy removal. Specially developed for a perfect fit. Set of two.

51 47 2 354 162 (Front), Starting from MSRP $135†

JCW ILLUMINATED DOORSILL FINISHERS.* The JCW Illuminated Doorsill Finishers add an extra personal touch when welcoming drivers and passengers. The JCW logo is backlit by high-efficiency LEDs. The high gloss finish imparts an irresistible appeal. Set of two.

51 47 2 357 720 (MINI 3 door/Convertible), Starting from MSRP $330†

5 JCW CARBON FIBRE MIRROR CAPS.* These high grade carbon fibre caps add a sporting, personal touch to your MINI’s exterior. The carbon surface boasts an optical depth, thanks to multiple layers of paint coupled with high glass polish. Set of two. Sold separately.

51 14 2 364 773 (Left) 51 14 2 348 094 (Right)

Starting from MSRP $450†

6 JCW CHROME EXHAUST TAILPIPE FINISHER.* Add an even sleeker, sportier look to the rear profile of your MINI with the JCW Exhaust Tailpipe Finisher in chrome. Two tailpipe finishers required with purchase of JCW Valve Exhaust System or JCW Tuning Kit.

18 30 2 355 304 (Chrome), Starting from MSRP $135†

7 JCW KEY COVER & KEYRING WITH FOB. A true design and technology innovation. The key fob with NFC chip can be used to control a range of features on NFC-enabled smartphones, including call volume, WLAN, Bluetooth®, and apps. Once the rear cover is removed, the existing cover can be replaced with the JCW Design Key Cover. Features custom-designed rubber with imprinted grooves for non-slip handling and easy accessibility. Sold separately.

82 29 2 353 329 (Key cover) 82 29 2 353 332 (Keyring with fob)

Starting from MSRP $25†

8 JCW TRACK FIX FOR GOPRO® CAMERAS. Whether you want to capture the excitement of the racetrack or simply record your journey, the JCW Track Fix for GoPro® Cameras is perfect for recording every moment on the road. When attached to the Track Fix, your GoPro® can be rotated, allowing you to record every aspect of your drive.

51 95 2 405 469, Starting from MSRP $123.89†

Track Fix does not include a GoPro® Camera.

9 JCW DOOR LOCK CAP.* The perfect finishing touch for a personalized design. The caps replace the regular caps on the door-locking mechanism. Set of two.

82 29 2 358 510, Starting from MSRP $83.51†

10 JCW REAR-VIEW MIRROR COVER.* The JCW Rear-View Mirror Cover adds a personalized appearance to the interior, and attracts even more attention from passersby. The cover is pulled over the interior mirror and secured in place with special adhesive tape. Available for manually dimmable mirrors.

51 16 2 358 066 (Without alarm system) 51 16 2 353 317 (With alarm system)

Starting from MSRP $73.51†

Vehicle and model year exclusions apply. Please see Retailer for more details. *Installation costs are extra.
LIVE YOUR WAY.
THE NEW MINI LIFESTYLE COLLECTION.

Pursue life the only way that matters—yours. Whether you’re one to take the city by storm, or get out of town to chase new horizons, the new MINI Lifestyle Collection combines high-quality materials, functional features, and clean, contemporary looks to suit every day and every occasion.

Explore the new MINI Lifestyle Collection online at mini.ca/collections, or at your local MINI Retailer.

1 MINI COLOUR BLOCK DUFFLE BAG.
Duffle bag in grey and coral colour block pattern featuring tonal MINI Wordmark print. Features detachable strap, four open outside pockets, and black lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet pattern.
Outside: 100% cotton. Lining: 100% polyester.
80 22 4 403 863 (Grey/Coral), MSRP $82.50†

2 MINI MEN’S WORDMARK T-SHIRT.
Men’s grey T-shirt featuring coral and black colour blocking with MINI Wing logo print. 100% cotton.
Made in Portugal.
80 14 2 454 963-460 769 (Coral/Black, S-XXXL), MSRP $27.75†
APPAREL.
Iconic MINI design, fashioned for everyday life. Crafted with high-quality materials, bold colour block accents, and clever details, MINI’s all-new line of apparel helps express more of you in everything you do.

1 MINI MEN’S LOGO PATCH SWEATSHIRT.
Grey men’s hoodie with lined hood and kangaroo pocket. Featuring black patch with white MINI Wing logo. 100% cotton.
80 14 2 460 80 411 Grey, S-XXXL, MSRP $72†

2 MINI PANTO MATTE/SHINE SUNGLASSES.
Black matte panto sunglasses with 100% UV-A/UV-B protection Zeiss lenses. Laser-engraved tonal MINI Wing logo on both temples. Comes with cloth bound case and cleaning cloth. Handmade in Italy.
80 25 2 460 919 (Black), MSRP $165†

3 MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATER BOTTLE.
Coral MINI-branded water bottle made of 100% BPA-free polymer. Classic screw cap and additional larger screw opening for refilling. Fits in MINI cup holder.
80 28 2 460 907 Coral, MSRP $21.25†

4 MINI LADIES’ WORDMARK T-SHIRT.
Coral women’s T-shirt with tonal cut-out MINI Wordmark. 100% cotton. Made in Portugal.
80 14 2 460 80 909 Coral, XS-XXL, MSRP $27.75†

5 MINI SIGNET CAP.
Island blue unisex cap featuring MINI Wing logo print and slightly curved visor with inside signet design. 65% cotton, 35% polyester.
80 12 2 460 851 (Island Blue), MSRP $31.75†
MINI WALKING STICK SIGNET UMBRELLA.
Coral windproof umbrella made of 100% fast-dry polyester. Tonal MINI Signet screen print inside. Debossed MINI Wing logo on customized handle. Diameter: 99.5 cm. 80 22 2 460 890 (Coral), MSRP $44.50†

MINI BABY RACER.
Plastic push car in Chili Red with white bonnet stripes, low-noise rubber tires, childproof steering wheel, and detachable seat cushion. Push bar available separately. For children over 18 months. 80 93 2 451 013 (Chili Red), MSRP $125†

MINI COLOUR BLOCK SHOPPER.
Shopper bag in grey and coral colour block pattern featuring tonal MINI Wordmark print. 100% cotton. 80 22 2 460 861 (Grey/Coral), MSRP $31.75†

MINI TROLLEY.
Hard-shell trolley bag with silent wheels, plastic bumpers, and water-resistant zip closure. Features MINI Wing logo and black lining with MINI Signet pattern. Dimensions: 71 cm x 48.5 cm x 27.5 cm. Shell: 100% polycarbonate. Lining: 100% polyester. 80 22 2 460 870 (Island Blue), MSRP $250†

MINI TONAL COLOUR BLOCK BACKPACK.
Backpack featuring tonal MINI Wordmark print. Has outside zip pocket, inside zip pocket in top flap, water-repellent zipper, and grey lining with MINI Signet pattern. Outside: 100% cotton. Lining: 100% polyester. 80 22 2 460 885 (Grey), MSRP $57†

MINI ACCESSORIES.
Arrive in your style. MINI’s new collection of luggage, bags, and travel essentials offers a variety of thoughtfully designed items to make every journey as memorable as the destination.

MINI TROLLEY.
Hard-shell trolley bag with combination lock, pull-out handle, and detachable inside zip bag. Features MINI Wing logo and black lining with MINI Signet pattern. Dimensions: 55 cm x 35.5 cm x 23 cm. Shell: 100% polycarbonate. Lining: 100% polyester. 80 22 2 460 875 (Coral), MSRP $250†

MINI COLOUR BLOCK PACKER.
Backpack featuring tonal MINI Wordmark print. Has outside zip pocket, inside zip pocket in top flap, water-repellent zipper, and grey lining with MINI Signet pattern. Outside: 100% cotton. Lining: 100% polyester. 80 22 2 460 865 (Grey), MSRP $57†

MINI TWO-TONE TRAVELLER BAG.
Duffle bag in Island Blue and black colour block pattern featuring tonal MINI Wordmark print. Features detachable strap, four open outside pockets, and black lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet pattern. Outside: 100% cotton. Lining: 100% polyester. 80 22 2 460 864 (Island Blue), MSRP $82.50†

MINI COLOUR BLOCK DUFFLE BAG.
Duffle bag in Island Blue and black colour block pattern featuring tonal MINI Wordmark print. Features detachable strap, four open outside pockets, and black lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet pattern. Outside: 100% cotton. Lining: 100% polyester. 80 22 2 460 863 (Grey), MSRP $57†
LESS RISK. MORE FREEDOM.

MINI SERVICE INCLUSIVE AND MINI SERVICE INCLUSIVE PLUS.

TAILOR-MADE PACKAGES.
Extend your worry-free maintenance coverage with two available Service Inclusive Packages:
MINI Service Inclusive and MINI Service Inclusive Plus. With these options you’ll receive competitive, transparent pricing on a variety of essential maintenance needs.

Please contact your authorized MINI Retailer, or visit mini.ca/serviceinclusive for additional details on coverage and limitations.

MINI SERVICE INCLUSIVE.
Maintenance work, including any Original MINI Parts and Oil required.

- Engine oil service with oil filter and top ups
- Vehicle check as per MINI standards
- Air filter service
- Fuel filter service
- Microfilter service
- Replacement of spark plugs
- Brake fluid service

MINI SERVICE INCLUSIVE PLUS.
Additional wear-and-tear maintenance, including any Original MINI Parts and Oil required.

- Engine oil service with oil filter and top ups
- Vehicle check as per MINI standards
- Air filter service
- Fuel filter service
- Microfilter service
- Replacement of spark plugs
- Brake fluid service
- Replacement of front/rear brake pads
- Replacement of front/rear brake discs
- Replacement of clutch (if necessary)
- Replacement of wiper blades (if necessary, max. once a year)
With a MINI Vehicle Service Contract, you have the added comfort, protection, and peace-of-mind knowing that your vehicle is covered for out-of-warranty repairs beyond the 4-year/80,000 km New Vehicle Limited Warranty period. The MINI Vehicle Service Contract also includes Roadside Assistance for the duration of the term. Please contact your authorized MINI Retailer for additional details on coverage and limitations.

MINI VEHICLE SERVICE CONTRACT.

With the expanded range of MINI Value Service Packages, you receive the unparalleled vehicle care that only a MINI Certified Technician can deliver—all at one attractive, transparent price that includes both parts and labour.

- Oil Service (MINI Synthetic Oil)
- Brake Pad/DISC Replacement
- Clutch Replacement
- Water Pump Replacement

For complete package pricing details, speak with a MINI Parts or Service Advisor, or visit mini.ca/vsp.

MINI VALUE SERVICE PACKAGES.

Every new MINI comes with No-Charge Scheduled Maintenance,* which covers many of your vehicle’s essential servicing needs at no additional charge. Maintenance may be carried out at any authorized MINI Retailer where MINI Certified Technicians will service your vehicle using only Original MINI Parts.

MINIs purchased from an authorized MINI Retailer in Canada are covered by No-Charge Scheduled Maintenance for a period of 3 years or 40,000 km,** whichever occurs first.

**Coverage begins on the date of sale, or the date the vehicle is placed in service as a demonstrator or company vehicle, whichever occurs first.

NO-CHARGE SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.

MAINTENANCE INCLUDES:

- Oil and filter change
- Vehicle service check
- Service or replacement of air filters, fuel filters, and microfilters
- Service or replacement of spark plugs and brake fluid

*The maintenance schedule intervals are based on normal driving conditions and operation. Additional maintenance not identified by the vehicle’s on-board maintenance system, or wear-and-tear items such as brakes, clutches, and wiper blades will not be covered.

**Coverage begins on the date of sale, or the date the vehicle is placed in service as a demonstrator or company vehicle, whichever occurs first.
NEVER ALONE, NO MATTER THE ROAD.

MINI ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE.

You’re never alone when you’re behind the wheel of your MINI. In the unlikely event that anything goes wrong when you’re out on the road, swift and professional advice is just a phone call away. If your MINI can’t be repaired on the spot, we’ll arrange for it to be towed to your nearest MINI Retailer or MINI Certified Collision Repair Centre, where it will be quickly restored to its former glory.

Visit mini.ca/roadsideassistance for more information.

1. **Emergency Services.**
   Offers battery boost, delivery of fuel, or lock and key service for lost keys and locked-out drivers.¹

2. **Emergency Message Services.**
   Enables you to send a message via the MINI Accident Management Hotline to a family member, friend, or business associate in the event of an emergency.

3. **Mechanical Breakdown.**
   In the case of a mechanical breakdown, towing or flatbed transportation of your vehicle will be arranged to the nearest MINI Retailer.²

4. **Trip Interruption Benefits.**
   In the event of an accident involving your vehicle, you are eligible for transportation reimbursements of up to $100 per incident if you are less than 80 km from your residence, and up to $800 per incident if you are more than 80 km from home.³

¹ Options are dependent on vehicle model. Does not include cost of fuel and/or keys.
² Only within Canada and the continental U.S.
³ If not covered by your personal vehicle insurance.
YOU MAKE THE CALL.
WE HANDLE THE REST.

MINI ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT.
Motor assured knowing help is always at hand. In the event of a collision, our MINI Accident Management Specialists will notify police and emergency services, coordinate transportation for you and your passengers, and organize towing to the nearest MINI Certified Collision Repair Centre.

MINI Accident Management Hotline:
1-866-DRV-MINI (378-6464)
Available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, anywhere in Canada and the continental U.S.A.

A CERTIFIED ORIGINAL.
MINI CERTIFIED COLLISION REPAIR CENTRES.

When it comes to damage caused by an accident, there can be some undesirable surprises. Even a minor collision can undermine your MINI’s structural integrity, mechanical systems, electronics, and performance.

MINI Certified Collision Repair Centres (CCRCs) have the specialized technology, tools, and technicians to ensure your MINI’s various systems are restored to their original factory specifications. Even with minor repairs, MINI CCRCs take major care to deliver precise work using MINI approved procedures and equipment. Plus, only a MINI CCRC can issue an official Certificate of Repair guaranteeing that your MINI was restored by specially trained technicians, using only Original MINI Parts.

Visit mini.ca/ccrc for more information.